
Review for Chemistry Quiz #2

1. Match the words in the box to the definitions below.

Mixture Corrosion Compound Pure substance
Heterogeneous Mixture Solution Element

2. Fill in the following boxes.

flsymbol Element Name

ED H — Hydrogen

Co Calcium

SI 5ilico

t Potassium

Re Beryllium

ci Chlorine

H Magnesium

Lithium

p Phosphorus

Ne Neon

C1A Copper

A-5 Silver

Zn Zinc

Reaction of a metal with oxygen to form a metal oxide.

A mixture where you can see the separate parts.

A mixture that looks the same throughout.

Matter that is made of two or more substances (two or more types
of particles)

Made of only one substance (one type of particle)

Simplest type of pure substance that is made of one type of atom.

A pure substance that is made of two or more elements that are
bonded together

Symbol Element Name

0 oxyjc Pm

B
Lnron

Na sorlwm
Ar Qfr-3nn
C cay-Lan

Al

F FlMflr,ne
N en

He kei;iw
Au

L Pb Li
Hg

Cvrrci on
H e+t r ace h CuLLS

3
SriLAl nfl

M1 xtira

Piirt IsLez-1-nhae

3. Calcium sulfate (also known as Plaster of Paris) has a chemical formula of CaSO4.
a. List the elements in calcium sulfate, and the number of atoms of each element.

Cc,)CILAh’ — I oXjefl —4
—

b. How many atoms are there in total in a molecule of calcium sulfate?

_____________

c. Is calcium sulfate an element or a compound? coh’bôun A



4. Classify the following pictures as pure substances or mixtures. Further classify the pure
substances as elements or compounds.

tAre subsfhce
elelnerj+

fute
Corn poLlh

h1Ixt4ra

tire sc,sks+znca
etehicn-t

hni,< t’-e

5. Fill in the following chart:
3 Ca3(PO)2

6. Complete the following chart.
Element Compound, Heterogeneous or

Homogeneous Mixture

%

b

CC

Co rnpOunci

Element Number of Atoms

ca)ciuvn 3.3 7
phospkôrLks 1x2x3 t4

oxy’jeb 4x2.x32’1-
Totalt of Atoms:

39

Substance: Pure Substance or Mixture

.

.

Pizza mhxhAre heterjChe0L-1c. rnix+tAFc.

Sugar pure

Chlorine pare SGd,S*nCC

Air hoInoyheDL4S h.1i)C4141t


